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Class Numbers of Positive Definite Binary and
Ternary Unimodular Hermitian Forms

By Ki-ichiro HASHIMOTO*) and Harutaka KOSEKI**)

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. J. A., Oct. 13, 1986)

0o In this note we present some explicit formulae for the class num-
bers of positive definite unimodular hermitian forms of ranks two and
three, over the rings of imaginary quadratic fields. The proofs, as well
as some general discussion on the arithmetic of hermitian forms, will be
given in a forthcoming paper [2].

1o Let K be an imaginary quadratic field, and R be its ring of
integers. We denote by d=d(K) the discriminant of K, and by t the num-
ber of distinct prime divisors of d. According to a result of Landherr [6],
there exist 2t-1 mutually nonisometric classes of positive definite hermitian
spaces (V, H)(H:V V-,K) of a given rank n over K, which contain a
unimodular R-lattice. They are parametrized by the system =(%) of
local norm residues:

:={%=(d(V),K/Q)p; pig(K)}
of the discriminant d(V)=d(V, H) of (V, H), which are subject to the con-
dition =1. Notice that, for c e Q the local norm residue of c at p
is equal to (c,K/Q)p=(c,d(K))v (=Hilbert symbol). Moreover, from a
result of Jacobowitz [5], it is known that the set of unimodular R-lattices
in (V, H) consists of at most two genera with respect to the unitary group
G= U(V, H). One, which always exists, is called the genus of normal uni-
modular lattices, and denoted by -L’o =-L’o(e). The other, which exists only
in case n is even and 21 d(K), is called the genus of subnormal or even uni-
modular lattices, and denoted by fe =-e()

2. Let _Lol(D, _L(z)be any genus with respect to the special unitary
group G :=SU (V, H), which is contained in -L’o(Z),-Le() respectively. It
is an interesting problem to ask for possible relations between the class
numbers of them, and also between those of _Lo(D, f’(z). Suppose first
that n dim V 2.

Theorem 1 (n=2). The class number H of binary unimodular her-
mitian R-lattices in (V, H), V=V(D, with respect to the special unitary
group SU (V, H), depends only on the G-genus -o() or -e(e). And H is
given by

H T1+ T+ T,
T--(A/12) 1-I,(p+(-1/p))
T2-- (B / 4) 1-I (1 A- %)
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T3--(C/3) p (1
where the products are extended over the prime divisors p of d(K) such
that p:/:2, and the constants A,B, C are given in the following table:
(d=d(K)).

A +/-1

+/-1

+/-1

d--odd d-=8
(mod 32)

3 6

2

0

Remark 1. In the above ormula, T, T., and T are the contributions
o the elements in G--SU (V, H), to the general formula in [1, 2] whose
characteristic polynomials are (X_+ 1), (X/1), and (X_+X/1) respec-
tively.

Remark 2. The class number of definite binary hermitian matrices
with coefficients in R and determinant one, has been studied by Hayashida
[3]. The explicit ormula for such class number, given in p. 40-41 [3],
agrees with our result, in case where --(1, ..., 1) ("----eo, say). We shall
describe the relation briefly in the next paragraph.

:. Let n-dim V be arbitrary and .-=_L’(e) be a G-genus of R-lattices
in (V, H), V= V(). Let L be a member o _L, and or any M e _L’, put
[L" M] {det (g) g e End (V), LgM}R. Then the R-ideal [L" M] depends
only on the G-genus _L" to which M belongs (L is fixed).

Lemma 1. Suppose that L is a free R-lattice. Then the following
conditions on the G-genus

_
are equivalent"

( i )

_
contains a free R-lattice.

(ii) Any member of

_
is a free R-lattice.

(iii) [L’M] is a principal ideal for any M _.
Moreover, if L is unimodular then one has --o.

This is an easy consequence of the act that the class number of SLy(K)
is one. Now let j(o (resp. () be the set of integral positive definite her-
mitian matrices H e M(R) such that det (H)=I and that the G. C. D. o
their diagonal entries are 1 (resp. 2). Two members H, H. of them are
called equivalent (resp. properly equivalent), if there exists A e GL(R)
(resp. A e SLn(R)) such that H.--AHA.

Let .=f’o (resp..L’[) be the set o ree R-lattices in -L’o(eo) (resp.
-Ce(So)), the genus o unimodular R-lattices. For any member M of _L’,
we take an R-basis (x)__ of M and put H=(H(x, x)). Then we see that
H belongs to (o (resp. (), and that the equivalence class of H does not
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depend on the choice o basis. Moreover, one has
Lemma 2. The above correspondence MH induces the canonical

bi]ections _o/G- (lo/ (equivalence), .[/G- g(/(equivalence). Here _+ /G
denotes the set of G-classes, or G-orbits, in ..

Lemma :. Let _R be the set of R-lattices M in

_
such that [L’M]

--R, where L is a fixed member of _+. Also put G
Then the inclusion map induces a bi]ection ./G -_/G.

Lemma 4. The set

_
consists of a single Gl-genus, except for the

case where 4lid(K), and nO (mod 4), A:=_L’. In the exceptional casv
_

consists of two Gl-genera.

rCto/(proper equiv )Proposition 1 There exist bijections _o /G --rC(/(proper equiv.), for which the following diagram is corn-and

_
/G

mutative ((1 =(o or

_LR / G ;(1 / (proper equiv.)

.Z’ / G ".Z"z / G (/(equivalence)
A simple argument using these results now gives"
Theorem 2. Let . be a G-gen of imodlar R-lattiee i (V, tt),

ad uppoe that, in the above notations, (i) (n, h(K)
number of K], (ii) _LR consists of a single G-genus (see Lemma 4), and (iii)
for any M e_ and e R, there exists " e G such that det(’)=. Then
one has, for any G-genus

_
contained in _, [_/ G] [_/ G] (h(K) /2-I).

Remark :. If n is odd and K=/=Q(/-3), then the conditions (ii) and
(iii) are automatically satisfied.

4. Now we suppose that n=3 and e=o, so that (V, H) is isometric to
the standard hermitian space H(x, y)== xy, and A: (--the principal
genus) is represented by the standard lattice R. Our main results in this
case are"

Theorem :}. The class number H of the principal genus _L’1(9 R)
with respect to SU (V, H) is given as follows" Hi=add (resp. even) if d(K)
=--3, --4 (resp. --7,--8); and otherwise

H T-T+T+ T4+ T,
where

T=B.z/144
T. (h(K) / 48)[4 d(K) l-- 1 3(2)],
T (h(K) / 8)[3/;(2)/ {1 / (2, K/Q)}{1 / (5, K/Q)}],
T, (h(K) / 12)[7-- ;(3)]
T.=(h(K)/12)[1 / ;.(3)],

where )(n)=Z(n)-=(d(K)/n) denotes the Dirichlet character attached to K,
and B,z is the m-th generalized Bernoulli number associated with Z.

Remark 4. Again, T represent the contributions from the charac-
teristic polynomials
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fl(X)=(X--1),
f(X)=(X--1)(X+I)2,
fdX) (X--1)(X2+ l),
fl(X) (X-- 1)(X +X+ 1),
f4(X) (X 1)(X X+1)

to the general formula (cf. [1], [2]). The same method applied to the group
G-U(V, H) gives by comparison the following:

Theorem 4. The class numbers H, H of the ternary principal genera
with respect to U(V, H) and SU (V, H) are related as

H=(h(K)/2t-1). H.
5. Examples (class numbers of the principal genera).
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